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Part A: Commentary
Overall, the examination was very well received by candidates with most
answering all the questions within each paper. Many candidates provided
knowledgeable answers to questions.

Part B: Report on standards

91523:  Demonstrate understanding of
wave systems
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

91523:  Demonstrate understanding of wave systems ▾

91524:  Demonstrate understanding of mechanical systems ▾

91526:  Demonstrate understanding of electrical systems ▾
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drew clear diagrams for standing waves with correct end points

were able to substitute into the wave equation and perform basic
calculations

could use formula to describe simple relationships between variables.

used correct terms to describe waves phenomena

described how beats form

described constructive and destructive interference.

described the doppler effect as a change in frequency

tried to apply incorrect formulae to more difficult situations

wrote using general terms like “changed” instead of “increased”

did not refer to formulae in explain-type answers.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

drew incorrect diagrams (i.e. stopped the wave before the end of the pipe or
string, nodes and antinodes were not equally spaced, drew string standing
waves in pipes and vice versa)

were unable to identify the values provided or the appropriate formula for
basic calculations

were unable to correctly describe relationships between variables

were unable to correctly describe the physics involved

used confusing language in descriptions of phenomena

incorrectly stated that the wavelength in an open pipe (L = 1/2 wavelength)
is greater than a closed pipe (L = 1/4 wavelength)

incorrectly stated that longer wavelengths diffract more as a reason for red
maxima to be further apart.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:
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drew clear, accurate diagrams with smooth curves

made clear links between concepts when describing physics phenomena.

could correctly identify formula, substitute values and rearrange equations

showed working that was logical and easy to follow

could explain the effect of changing variables with standing waves

were confident with standing waves in pipes and strings, and understood
harmonics

understood that higher harmonics were multiples of the first harmonic.

explained the change in frequency due to an apparent change in
wavelength

calculated the apparent frequency for a stationary observer

described how interference patterns are formed with diffraction gratings

calculated the order of interference for a given angle and used this to relate
to a position on a screen.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

drew clear, accurate diagrams with smooth curves

answered questions completely, using accurate physics principles

linked ideas together to form a comprehensive answer- often going beyond
the parameters of the question

could correctly identify formula, substitute values and rearrange equations

showed working that was logical and easy to follow

recognised that a zero-relative velocity to the source produces no doppler
effect.

discussed how the beat frequency changes as the notes become more
similar

described how a changing path difference causes the interference patterns
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showed a clear understanding of how a diffraction grating produces narrow
well-defined fringes when the path difference is a whole number of
wavelengths.

Standard specific comments

Many candidates incorrectly drew wave forms with straight lines. For waves,
calculator should be set to degrees, not radians.

Few candidates understood that the spectral angle, theta, q,  is NOT the angle
of diffraction and was related, instead, to path difference.

Many candidates had a good understanding of standing waves and sound
(including beats and Doppler equation) but lacked understanding of diffraction
patterns.  Many candidates did not understand the relationship between
diffraction, path difference and interference patterns.

In questions 3c/d) many candidates incorrectly discussed that with a diffraction
grating destructive interference only occurs when there is a phase difference of
(n + 1/2)wavelength.

Question Three (c) and (d) highlighted that some candidates relied solely on
past papers in their revision. Many responses appeared to be answers from
previous examination questions which have been memorised and repeated
without the relevant adjustment needed to make the response fit the details of
the current examination question. For example, many candidates wrote about
white light passing through a diffraction grating for (c) and wrote about how
many maxima would be seen in (d).

91524:  Demonstrate understanding of
mechanical systems
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used relevant equations in a one-step calculation, sometimes when a more
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complex calculation was required

used the correct formula, with working, to calculate the total momentum
before collision.

recognised that weight force = centripetal force on top of a vertical rotation
at the minimum speed

have a clear understanding of physics concepts and can apply them when
answering questions

used the correct method with incorrect centripetal force to calculate the
minimum speed on top of a vertical rotation

used the correct formula, with working, to show the rotational inertia, the
angular velocity, and the linear velocity of the system

calculated the angular acceleration of a decelerating merry- go- round the
torque correctly sometimes using wrongly calculated angular acceleration

calculated the maximum linear velocity of a person on a swing correctly
under simple harmonic motion

drew a correct diagram using the reference circle with correct amplitude
and displacement

calculated the angular frequency of a simple harmonic oscillator correctly

drew a graph of displacement vs time with correct starting point, three
complete cycles and showing decay

calculated the tension force correctly using wrongly calculated centripetal
force.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

could not recognise the law of conservation of linear momentum

did not understand the relative sizes of the weight force and the tension
force at the bottom and top for vertical circular motion at minimum speed on
top

failed to calculate the total rotational inertia for a merry-go-round
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could not recognise that as the mass became more centrally distributed,
rotational inertia decreased

lacked knowledge of Simple Harmonic Motion graphs

lacked knowledge on damping and drew wrongly shaped graphs, mostly
less than 3 cycles even though the question asked for them

lacked knowledge on horizontal circular motion (conical pendulum).

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

calculated the initial total momentum correctly and then used Pythagoras
Theorem correctly to determine the individual momentum after collision for
a 2D situation

calculated the minimum speed of the person at the top of the vertical circle
by recognising that weight force on top provided the necessary centripetal
force

for a vertically rotating object at minimum speed, drew or described the
Tension force larger than the weight force at the bottom and tension force
non- existent at the top with only weight force pointing downwards

used the correct equation and calculated the angular velocity, linear
velocity, and torque

used linking words in their explanations, showing that one event causes
another event

used reference circle or correct equation to determine the required time for
a simple harmonic oscillator

drew the correct damping graph for 3 complete cycles, starting from the
maximum, with constant period and both axes labelled with correct values

for a conical pendulum, drew the vector diagram correctly with correct
labelling

calculated the tension force using Pythagoras Theorem correctly.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:
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showed clear in-depth understanding of forces. Described and explained
with labelled diagram the size and direction of the tension and with forces at
the bottom and the top position at minimum speed on top of a vertically
rotating object at minimum speed. For example, the weight force is constant
and downward at all points in the motion. At the bottom, tension is upward
and much larger than the weight force, as the tension must overcome the
weight force to provide an upward centripetal force. At the top, the tension
will be zero. At the top, the Fc is provided entirely by the weight force, since
Chris is travelling with the minimum possible speed.

explained and linked clear understanding of the mass distribution,
conservation of angular momentum, and the rotational kinetic energy. For
example, as the children move inward the mass distribution decreases, thus
rotational inertia decreases. Angular momentum is conserved because it is
a closed system or because the external torques sum to zero. Assuming
angular momentum is conserved, a decrease in rotational inertia results in a

proportional increase in angular velocity. EK-rotational = ½ Iw2, even though I
decreases proportionally, because w is squared, the rotational kinetic
energy increases overall. The extra rotational kinetic energy came from the
work that the children did in moving themselves towards the centre.

performed multi-step calculations to find the tension force in the chain
(holding a conical pendulum) and the angle of the chain from vertical using
the correct formulae

selected appropriate data from the question

gave the correct units.

Standard specific comments

Some candidates were not able to state a relevant physical quantity that was
conserved during collision.

Some candidates would have improved their answers had they drawn diagrams
to support their answers. A diagram for 1(b) would have helped candidates to
see that a two-dimensional approach instead of one-dimensional approach was
needed to calculate the momentum after collision and then the speed. 
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It is important that candidates recognise whether a question involves forces or
involves energy. When answering question 1(d), many candidates confused
force and energy, though the question was clearly asking candidates to describe
and explain the size and direction of the tension and weight forces at the bottom
and top positions. 

Many candidates did not have an understanding of the size of the tension and
weight force at the bottom and top of a vertical circular motion.

A number of candidates calculated the angular acceleration incorrectly.

Many candidates were not able to choose the correct formula and calculate the
maximum velocity for the swing undergoing simple harmonic motion.

Some candidates did not know how to draw the phasors on the reference circle
correctly or select an appropriate equation to determine the time.

A number of candidates did not fully address questions. For example, question
3.c asked to draw the graph starting at its maximum displacement for complete
three cycles with damping in place and candidates drew the graph starting at
equilibrium without damping for less than 3 cycles.

A number of candidates were not able to draw a correctly labelled vector
diagram for conical pendulum.

91526:  Demonstrate understanding of
electrical systems
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

understood how to calculate internal resistance

applied Kirchhoff’s current law

knew that an alternating current produces a changing flux

knew that at resonance, the reactance of capacitor and inductor are equal
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in size

calculated peak voltage from rms voltage

calculated flux

understood that when inductance reduces, current increases

could use a formula to calculate inductance

knew the symbol for permitivity of free space

knew how to calculate maximum current and time constant in RC circuits

drew the shape of the current time graph for RC circuits when capacitor is
charging

calculated the charge stored on a capacitor

knew that when the voltage across capacitor is not equal to supply voltage,
a current will flow.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not know how to evaluate the internal resistance given the terminal
voltage, EMF and current in a simplest circuit

could not use Kirchhoff’s laws in DC circuits

did not know that it is the change in magnetic flux that induces the back
EMF

did not know that an AC current produces alternating magnetic field

failed to calculate the capacitance of a capacitor given the area, separation
between plates and relative dielectric constant.

could not calculate the magnetic flux given the strength of a magnetic field
and the dimension of a rectangle coil

could not calculate the time constant or sketch the exponential decay I-t
graph of a RC circuit when EMF, resistance and capacitance are given

did not understand that the voltage across a capacitor decreases when its
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capacitance increases.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

made links to calculate current in a specific branch using Kirchhoff’s voltage
rule

knew how a transformer works due to electromagnetic induction and the
requirement for changing flux to induce a voltage in the secondary

could calculate capacitance at resonance given the value of reactance of
the inductor in LCR circuits

used the right formula and substituted correctly to calculate magnetic flux

explained the effect of decreased inductance on the circuit current making
links to reactance and impedance

calculated reactance and impedance using vectors

used two correct data points by calculating correctly how current changes in
RC circuits to sketch a graph of I vs t for a capacitor charging in a circuit

calculated the new voltage across capacitor plates when the capacitance
changes but charge stays the same

could link Kirchhoff’s laws to explain what happens to circuit current as well
as voltage across resistor.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

made links between circuit current, resistor voltage and were able to
calculate these values

used Kirchhoff’s current and voltage rules to calculate current and voltages
in a circuit

calculated reactance, then impedance and finally using V = IZ to calculate
rms current in a circuit.

Standard specific comments

Using E = V + Ir, Q1 (a) and understanding the difference between emf and
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terminal voltage, were challenging to many students.

Simple sketches of current-time graphs was an issue for many students.

Q2 (d) was not well answered in general – many candidates did not even begin
to calculate a reactance value.

Some candidates showed confusion between AC and DC, not using AC
concepts when answering a question on a capacitor connected in DC circuit.
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